Educational Planning Committee

Program Review Meetings with Department Chairs
EPC Response 2012:

Department ESL, Dev Com, Learning Skills

Commendations:
- Passionate commitment to student needs and student learning
- Thoughtful responses to unit assessment data and trends
- Thorough written reports for ESL and Dev Com
- Commitment to revisions of SLO’s
- Thoughtful exploration of scheduling options

Recommendations:
- Complete program review for Learning Skills
- Work with curriculum chair to finalize course outlines for ESL to ensure that discipline committee recommendations have been incorporated before final approval
- Meet with counselors as a group to ensure consistent information and guidance for ESL required courses
- Continue to submit proposals for full time faculty in ESL
- Continue to explore funding options for tutors
- Continue to collect and interpret data for persistence, certificates and degrees
- Upload SLO’s and PLO’s to online system
- Pursue collaboration with English, Dev Com, Non-credit, Learning Skills, LRC for curriculum alignment
- Pursue options to meet the needs for a Language Lab
- Work together with your area Dean for developing instructional strategies in Dev Com such as modularizing courses, pursuing co-requisites and pre-requisites
- Assess statistics in Dev Com for accountability, success rates, resources and outcomes
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